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TOOLBAR CULTIVATORS

Buckeye Tractor Co
TILLAGE EQUIPMENT

Attachments

11-5

Gauge Wheels
Depth Control

Complete
Cultivator
=
Cultivator Toolbar
+
Gauge Wheels
+
Attachments
for your application

Beyond the ease to drop the Cultivator and go, Gauge Wheels provide
depth control under the toolbar frame, which is fundamental for
consistent working depth and consistent results with careful row crop
work, particularly precision cultivation.

Cultivators without Gauge Wheels: Operators might do without
for light or shallow tillage if the operator manipulates hitch controls.
Any problems with equipment “gouging” or “hopping” or excessive soil
fracture in the row or the inability of smaller tractor to control the
Cultivator will only first be addressed by adding Gauge Wheels.

ADD to complete Cultivator

__668 Series
Gauge Wheels, 16x650-8, L&R

Attachment Packages

21668

For convenience, some Attachments for popular
Cultivator set-ups are grouped into Attachment
Packages and can be ordered with one Model Number.
These Complete Models with an Attachment Package
are described on Pages 11-3 or 11-4 and
listed separately on the Price List. Items
in Packages can still be itemized on Order,
if preferred. The price is the same.

Feel free to contact
Sales at Buckeye Tractor
if you need any further assistance
with specifications or applications.
419-659-2162

Series 668 is an economical lowacreage wheel with ball bearings for
2000 Series Category-1 Models.
Grease once a year and they’ll last
forever on a small farm.

__674 Series
Gauge Wheels, 16x650-8, L&R

21674

-- for 2” square toolbar

26674

-- for 2-1/2” square toolbar

Series 674 features conventional
4-bolt trailer hubs for heavy service
or buyers who want the best. 668 and
674 have 16x650-8 (16” diameter)
tires, a more compact size for this
toolbar systems. Series 882 is the
same as 674 but features 18x850-8
(18” diameter) tires for larger 4000
Series Cultivators or more floatation.

A full description of common
Attachments begins on Page 11-6.

800-526-6791

-- for 2” square toolbar

__882 Series
Gauge Wheels, 18x850-8, L&R

26882

www.buctraco.com

-- for 2-1/2” square toolbar
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